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Top (Violet): Your mental state is visionary, spiritual, and wise.

Left (Indigo): The energy flowing into your field is visionary and intuitive.

Center (Violet): Your essence is wise, spiritual, and in tune with yourself.

Right (Indigo): Others experience your sensitivity and idealism.

Bottom (Violet): You get your grounding from a higher non-earthly dimension.
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Violet Around the Head

The color of your head aura is an indicator of the energy of your mind, or your mental activity. Violet in your 
head aura indicates that you are a visionary, spiritual, and wise. Your ability to channel divine energy may
encourage you to become an energetic-healer. Your artistic imagination that is enhanced by your sensitivity. 
However, at times your idealism may make you impractical and inconsistent.

Violet in the Center

The color that emanates from your center aura indicates your basic nature and personality at its deepest 
level. Violet in your center aura indicates that you are wise, spiritual, and in tune with yourself. You are
dedicated to the highest ideals. You have an open heart which shines with healing energy vibrations. 
Sometimes, you may feel strained in your interactions with others. You may need healing energy to release 
the tension in your core.

Violet on the Bottom

Your bottom aura's color reflects the nature of your foundation and grounding. Violet in your bottom aura 
suggests that you get your grounding from a higher, non-earthly dimension. You combine a high mental 
level with spiritual knowledge and intuitive ability. Your mystical inclination keeps you on a powerful spiritual 
path. However, you may have a tendency to be a perfectionist.

Indigo on the Left

The color of your left aura suggests the nature of the energy flowing into you. Indigo on the left suggests 
intuitive energy, seeing energy. You need to express your deepest feelings. Your thinking is clear and your
intuition is strong. On occasion, you may withdraw to restore your energy or to protect your inner feelings.

Indigo on the Right

The color of your right aura indicates the energy you express and that others feel coming from you. Indigo 
on the right indicates that others experience your energy as sensitive and idealistic. You demonstrate inner-
peace and calmness, and you demonstrate your powerful connection with the divine in a loving personality. 
You feel a need to help others and to communicate your love and feelings. At times, your emotions and
your heart become confused, perhaps because your physical energy has ebbed; at those times, it may help 
to express your feelings.
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VIOLET PERSONALITIES

These qualities and characteristics are associated with Violet 
personalities:

MIND/BODY

 Violets are dynamic, charismatic, visionary and powerful personalities. Their mission in life is to lead 
and inspire mankind and guide them into a new age of oneness with abundance and wholeness. Most 
violets have a driving inner-urge to do something important with their life.

 Violets possess both wisdom and powerful intuition. They also have the physical power and the 
resources necessary to make changes in the lives of others and themselves. Violets are a combination of
blue and red qualities, creating a new level of existence and vibration.

 Violets are visionary, futuristic, and have high ideals and hopes for the future. They can usually see 
and recognize the "bigger picture" of any situation and the driving force behind it without being bogged 
down with details. They can often see the future.

Sphere Description

Purpose Reach a large audience to teach, transform, and make positive changes in the world
Inner drive: Express and realize your visionary ideals; lead and inspire others
Measure of success: The extent to which you live your vision, the number of people you
reach

Spiritual Connected to universal life energy you sense the unity of earth and spirit and are magical and 
mystical

Physical A charismatic presence - inspirational, magnetic, innovative, powerful
Exercise: You need activity that combines physical and mental skills, like tennis or yoga.

Mental A visionary thinker - Wise, intelligent, intuitive, artistic

Emotional Sensitive, compassionate, independent, and sometimes aloof
Interaction: Direct yet mystical, dynamic, healing energy, and uplifting
Relationships: Committed, passionate, focused, your partner must share your vision
Intimacy: Passionate with a strong sex drive and tantric union

Abilities Unconventional, creative ideas, innovative, and independent
Careers: Performer, artist, psychologist, teacher, healer, inventor, minister, and lawyer

Revitalize Meditation, mind and physical energy healing techniques, music, feminine and masculine 
integration
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 They mainly perceive life through their third eye or inner-vision. Since they have the ability to 
visualize trends and future events they are often considered to be ahead of their time. Violets don't need to 
know details, facts, and data to achieve or reach a goal. Their unorthodox inventive ideas and uncanny 
perceptions often seem unrealistic and impractical to others.

 On the other hand violets are theoreticians. It is important to them that their ideas and projects work 
and make sense. Their vision allows them to see the cause or structure behind a technology, situation, or 
event. Violets easily find the underlying laws and causes and intuitively know ideal steps to take.

 They are motivated to express and live their vision through artistic and innovative creativity. The 
more they are able to fulfill their inner-vision, the more satisfied and happy they can become. The flexible 
violet personality experiences life as magic and loves to be in a constant state of transformation and 
change, adapting quickly and easily.

 Since violet personalities are an integration of blue and red qualities, it is important for them to 
accept and live various aspects of both. Their dynamic aspects blend traits of sensitivity, intuition, caring, 
unconditional love, and compassion found in a blue with physical activity, power, passion, and strength of a 
red. Violets often have a strong physical energy with excessive energy. They need to release their physical 
power through sports or other exercises. Because they also have a strong mind, active relaxation is often a 
good outlet for releasing pent up energy on all levels.

 Violets have a charismatic and magnetic radiance. They possess a highly emotional depth and exert 
a certain fascination over others. They know how to turn dreams into reality. Their mind is a magical place 
where wishes come true and where there is a mystical union of subject and object.

 Some violets live in the future. They can extend their intuitive minds and sense what the future might 
hold or what trends might become mainstream. Violets are able to tune into an energy flow and intuitively 
sense where humanity headed. Not only that, they have the ability to hold and create positive and 
consciously uplifting visions that can truly assist mankind in its transition to a more enlightened age of 
peace and self-empowerment.

 Violets love music. They feel the power and the vibration of music, preferring energizing, quiet and 
harmonious melodies. Music that is negative and destructive can irritate and frustrate violet personalities, 
leaving them feeling uncomfortable. For violets, music is the universal language, which connects humans 
with each other and with our universe.

 Violets are independent and need a lot of space for themselves. They need large homes with lots of 
open areas. Sometimes a castle is even too small for the expansive energy field of a violet. They need
intellectual and emotional space as well as physical. They may become impatient if they find themselves in 
a small city or community when in fact they wish to express their visions on a worldwide basis.

 Violets may seem cold, aloof, or unapproachable from the outside, but inside they are emotional, 
sensitive, and filled with passion. They are careful with their emotions because they possess the sensitivity 
and depth of feelings of blue and the passion and energy of red personalities. They are easily hurt and as a 
result may use a cold exterior as a protective tactic. Giving others the impression of having self-esteem, 
strength, and confidence does not necessarily mean they honestly feel that way. Violets often have doubts 
coupled with feelings of insecurity.
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 The greatest challenge for violets is to trust their intuition and their inner-vision. Their strong 
tendency toward self-criticism and perfection often leaves them with feelings of guilt and unworthiness. Part 
of the violet mind may lead them to think they can do virtually anything better, faster, and more efficiently. 
Even after completing a successful project they may find small mistakes or details, which they weren't able 
to foresee. This may create feelings of remorse.

 Unbalanced violets often ask themselves why they have such a strong feeling to do something 
important with their lives. Some wonder why they can't be like most other people, without this burning urge 
to create something special. Sometimes they feel unworthy or not good enough for the task. Successful and 
famous personalities, people who fulfill their goals and visions, are often confronted with these insecurities 
along the way.

 Out-of-power violets can be arrogant, pompous, and narcissistic. They think they are better than 
other people. An egotistical violet can develop dictatorial attributes, basking in self adoration and glory. 
Many out-of-power violets do not trust their visions and ideas. They see too many possibilities easily 
becoming scattered, bewildered, and confused. A common challenge for out-of-power violets is taking on 
too many projects at once and then trying to achieve the impossible. Being unrealistic and "too far out there"
can cause violets to become overwhelmed, frustrated and powerless.

 If violets have not found their vision and are not connected with their intuition, they often use their 
charismatic powers to achieve material wealth or high social status. They may have a tendency to
compensate their missing spiritual connection with power, success and wealth.

 Spirituality is essential for violets. They see God in everything that exists, including themselves. 
Their viewpoint of spirituality is a universal or cosmic consciousness that is directly related to them and 
within them. Violets understand that God is within all, and we as human beings are co-creators of our own 
reality. We are powerful divine beings. Fulfilling their destiny means living a spiritual life. They are content 
living in this magical state of mind where the universe takes care of them and provides them with everything 
they need.

SOCIAL LIFE

 Violets may sometimes appear to be antisocial. They are far more interested in deep meaningful 
conversations or important projects and ideas than just hanging out with friends and talking about common 
trivial subjects. Social interactions are boring and not necessary for them unless they find meaningful 
reasons to engage.

 Violets are primarily involved in realizing their own visions and focusing on the manifestation of 
these ideas. This may sometimes create a distance between themselves and other people, including their 
own partners and friends. It is important for violets to come out of their "cave" once in a while to have some 
fun and to enjoy the beauty life has to offer. Their challenge is to not become obsessed with their vision.

 Violets have a strong inner-urge to support their community, nation, and the entire planet. They 
need to be in service in order to bring forth changes and improvements for mankind. Their challenge is
patience, essentially to be aware that the change they are trying to bring forth may take a while, inevitably 
occurring in divine time, not their time.

 Violets can inspire and motivate society to seek new ways of creating a harmonious future, such as 
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humans can live without war, planet earth is one living organism, and we are the creators and masters of 
our own life and destiny. Violets teach humanity that the universe will take care of us no matter what 
religion, belief, or society we belong to or were born into. If we connect with the universal power, understand 
the flow of life energy—the "stuff" we are all made of—and if we align ourselves with the universe, we will
be supported endlessly and without limits.

RELATIONSHIPS AND INTIMACY

 While partnerships are important they may not be the first priority for some violets. They need 
partners who can understand their visions, travel in similar directions, and provide inspiration.

 Violets love sexual excitement and are very passionate. They prefer mystical sex, where union and 
orgasm are seen as a pathway to enlightenment. A feminine and masculine fusion is where duality ceases 
to exist. The sexual union represents a cosmic experience in which two beings of energy merge into one.

 Violets need sensual excitement and stimulation in their relationships. They are sensitive to their 
partners, feeling their emotions and knowing their thoughts.

 Violets can be both demanding and possessive in a relationship when they focus all their emotional 
attention on their mates. Because they merge so easily and completely with their partners, they need to be 
aware of their own individuality, not getting lost in the relationship. Violets have a tendency of being so 
totally consumed with their partners that they forget to maintain other friendships, even life-long ones. Out of 
power, they can be smothering.

 If a partner does not respond with equal passion and sensual intimacy, challenges with sex can 
arise and frustration can follow. Therefore, they must create a balanced and satisfying love life. They 
usually think of their partners as soul mates with a very special purpose for being in their lives.

 Violets love the passion and power of reds. You can feel the fire between them. If violets accept and 
appreciate a green they may be a good match for a successful and prosperous relationship. Violets need to 
understand that orange personalities also need freedom and independence.

 Orange and violets are good partners. They are very different yet support each other as a team, 
each bringing to the other opposite qualities. Violets with their dedication, drive, and vision are attracted to 
the easy going and playful attitudes of yellows. Blues love to be around violets and they can be loving and 
supportive partners.

 Because violets want to be the leader and are usually dominant in their relationships, their challenge 
is to make sure to pay enough attention to their partners. In general, violets need partners who will support 
their vision and create a stimulating and passionate life with them.

CAREER AND FINANCES

 Violets have a need to be creative and express their visionary and innovative ideas. No matter what 
field of activity they are in they can find new solutions that can work more effectively.

 Violets don't need much money for their private use. They enjoy the luxury it provides, perceiving 
money as representing power and influence. It gives them the ability to manifest and create their dreams 
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and visions. Money gives them the freedom and power to make profound changes on this planet. Violets 
understand that in our society you need to have money to be influential. Violets are careful with money and 
a few are considered to be selfish and miserly.

 Violets are born leaders. If they use their charismatic leadership abilities for the betterment of 
mankind and for humanitarian projects rather than egotistical purposes, other people can accept their 
powerful direct style. It is difficult to resist the charisma and mystical power of a violet.

 When in power the universe seems to open all doors supporting violets in a magical and effortless 
manner. They have an inner-knowledge and wisdom about the natural laws of life. They teach us to trust 
our inner-flow and to accept that the universe can take care of us each and every moment. If we are 
connected to our universal life energy life manifests itself with no limits.

 Violets are highly intelligent and sensitive, having the ability to look deeply into situations and often 
seeing the underlying tones. They are always looking for laws or patterns and through their analytical 
thinking are able to find the cause and effect behind things. As a result of their ability to examine most 
situations mentally and emotionally, they are powerful and innovative problem solvers.

 Violets tend to choose occupations which allow them independence and creative freedom. They 
believe strongly in a higher purpose in any activity they are involved in. Violets are often drawn to the
entertainment industry, media, or any field related to communications, because of their magnetic charisma 
and personality.

 They know how to use existing tools to make valuable and important changes on this planet and to 
get their message across. Other areas in which violets are often involved include philosophy, religion,
ecology, music, literature, art, humanitarian organizations, and futuristic technologies, projects, and
developments.

 Some violet occupations are, actor, musician, artist, author, lecturer, designer, producer, director, 
photographer, psychologist, social worker, spiritual teacher, politician, business owner, and inventor.

HEALTH, WELL-BEING AND GROWTH

 If violet personalities learn to focus their energy, believe and trust in their vision, and stay grounded 
in reality they can achieve anything. Living out their visions with passion in their heart can guide them in 
their journey to fulfill their purpose.

 Violets cannot confine their visions. However, it is important for them to concentrate on a few 
projects at a time. Making clear concise plans and organizing each day can help them reach their goals and 
manifest their vision.

 Violets feel a powerful inner-force, which drives them to fulfill their innermost visions. They can not 
be happy if they resist this inner-urge to live out their mission and dreams.

 The challenge of a violet is to confront any doubt and sense of unworthiness. If they understand 
their vision and are connected to the universe they can be able to clearly focus on their wonderful and 
promising future.
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 It is important for violets to have time for themselves to focus and meditate. This helps them to be 
aware of their inner-visions.

 Deep meditations, which connect them to the universal life energy flow, such as tantric yoga and 
listening to harmonious energizing music, are important tools for violets to remain centered. Wearing or 
surrounding themselves with the color violet can help them to become more centered and powerful. In their 
love life finding a passionate, loving, and supportive partner is essential.

 Violets have a tremendous passion for life. If the flow of life energy is intact they can be in power. 
Their mission is to remember that the universe is made of energy and once they connect to it unlimited 
abundance is theirs.

 When violets find their place in the universe, understand the role they have to play in this great 
cosmic production, and feel inner-connection with the universal power, they can be supported infinitely. 
Their success is the outward manifestation of their harmony with the universe. For a violet life is magical, 
mystical, and always a grand adventure on the road to self-empowerment.
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CHAKRA BAR GRAPH

Knowing about your energy centers or chakras can help you determine 
the steps to take for more balance and higher chi-energy in your life. 

High bars and bright colors represent healthy energy centers. Chakras 
mixed with brown or low, indicate unhealthy energy calling for balancing. 

BASE CHAKRA

This chakra is located at the end of the spine and corresponds to life energy, physical activity, emotional-energetic 
strength, will-power, and sexuality. 

High life energy, radiant, sensual and passionate qualities.

Medium life energy, active life style.

Low life energy, survival, accidents, stress qualities. You may need to recharge your physical 
energies and vitality.

NAVAL CHAKRA

This chakra is located below the navel and corresponds to creative, productive and emotional expression of life 
energy. 

High productivity, strong emotional-energetic expression

Medium productivity and emotional-energetic creativity 

Low productivity and creativity, limited emotional-energetic expression. Increase your creative 
qualities and abilities. 
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SOLAR PLEXUS CHAKRA

This chakra is located at the solar plexus and corresponds to personal power, creative and intellectual thoughts. 

High creativity, intellectual and analytical energetic-thinking, playful qualities 

Medium creativity, intellectual and analytical energetic-thinking, playful qualities

Low creativity, intellectual and analytical energetic-thinking or playful qualities. Have more fun 
and joy in your life, increase your creativity 

HEART CHAKRA

This chakra is located around the heart area and corresponds to unconditional love, self-love and forgiveness. It 
relates to the balance between body-mind-spirit-energy. 

High very heartfelt, loving and sensitive qualities.

Medium average loving and sensitive qualities.

Low heartfelt-energy and expressive qualities. Increase your compassion for fellow mankind. 

THROAT CHAKRA

This chakra is located around the throat and relates to energetic communication, speech, social abilities and 
emotional-energetic expression. 

High strong expression of thought and emotional qualities

Medium average loving and communicative, sensitive, qualities 

Low Unbalanced throat chakra, limited emotional-energetic and verbal expression. Find 
harmonious ways to express your thoughts and emotions 
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THIRD EYE CHAKRA

This chakra is located between the eyes and corresponds to intuition, vision, artistic and creative thoughts. 

High intuitive energy, strong artistic and intuitive qualities

Medium intuitive energy, average artistic and intuitive qualities 

Low intuitive energy, artistic and intuitive qualities. Increase your harmonious intuitive, creative 
and artistic thoughts 

CROWN CHAKRA

This chakra is located on top of the head and corresponds to intuition, spirituality and enlightenment. 

High intuitive energy, radiant, sensitive & spiritual qualities

Medium intuitive energy, radiant, sensitive & spiritual qualities 

Low intuitive sensitive and intuitive energy. Find new direction and vision in your life
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MIND-BODY-SPIRIT GRAPH

This mind-body-spirit graph gives you an overview of how energies are distributed between body, mind and spirit. 

MIND: Represents a focus on creativity, mental and emotional expression, and 
communication. 

BODY: Represents a focus on physical reality and results, and body related activities. 

SPIRIT: Represents a focus on personal development, feelings, intuition, spirituality 
and inner qualities.

AURA POWER

The red circle indicates the power of your aura and is an important indicator of how much energy you radiate around 
you. 

Large, wide aura (75-100) indicates a strong and powerful radiance. Other people can
feel your strong aura. Use your charisma and aura power to achieve your goals and 
dreams. 

Middle, average aura (40-75) indicates you have a strong presence and radiant 
energy. You can achieve your goals by increasing your aura even more and focusing 
on your goals. 

Small Aura (0-40) indicates low energy level. Others might perceive you as
introverted or with low physical energy. Try to create a stronger radiance around you 
and increase your aura power. 

AURA WAVE

Aura wave is a representation of emotional-energetic calmness shown by an image that varies in wave height. 

Smooth and gentle waves indicate that you are calm, and your energy is harmonious.
Maintain serenity in yourself. 

More ripples and disturbance in the wave indicates agitated and disharmonious 
energy levels. Remove the tsunami of stressful thoughts from your mind and become 
more balanced in body and spirit. 
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YIN-YANG COLOR WHEEL

The color wheel gives you an overview of the complete aura color range. It is recommended to use your aura color 
or the complementary opposite color to relax and balance yourself. 

This graph also indicates your yin-yang balance. The ♀ needle reflects your yin (female) qualities. This is the energy 
that flows into your aura from the left side. The ♂ represents your yang (male) qualities of your energy system.

DESCRIPTIONSYOUR RESULTS

The closer the yin-yang pointers are in the more your male-female energy is in harmony. More than one color 
of separation between pointers indicate imbalance. Balancing is recommended. 

RELAXATION LEVEL

This graph displays visuals representing your overall relaxation levels. The
higher the blue bars are filled indicates more overall relaxation and reduced 
stress in your energy. 
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ENERGY LEVEL

The energy level graph represents the different energy channels that are measured. The goal is to seek overall 
balance in these areas. The violet channel represents your intuitive energy. The green channel represents your 
mental energy. The light blue channel represents your emotional energy. The red channel represents your physical 
energy. 

1,000,000-
750,000

Extremely high vibration range: More grounding 
and focus is needed. 

750,000-
500,000 

High vibration range: Great for intuitive and 
sensitive activities. More focus is advised. 

500,000-
250,000 

Medium vibration range: Great for daily activities. 
Typically indicates mind-body-spirit balance. 

250,000-
100,000 

Low vibration range: Good to achieve goals and 
recharge your energy. Relaxation is also advised. 

< 100,000 Very low vibration range: Increasing sensitivity 
and energy level needed.

EMOTIOMETER

The Emotiometer shows the emotional-energetic reactions, thoughts and inner-feelings. Real-time graphic indicators 
represent immediate response of energetic feelings and thoughts. 

Highly emotional stressed, agitated. High 
excitement, nervousness or sensitivity. 

Emotional and sensitive, expresses emotions freely.

Centered, stable, unemotional, passive, does not 
express emotions easily, keeps emotions inside. 
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